
 
  HE SPANISH & 
PORTUGUESE 
KNOW HOW TO 
DO IT WITH 
STYLE. They 

believe that friends, family 
and fun rule all, and that 
life is meant to be enjoyed 
to the fullest: whether 
that’s dancing to flamenco 
guitar until sunrise … hiking 
through green woods or 
along dazzling coastlines … 
or sharing a rousing 
conversation over the 
world’s tastiest cuisine. 
Their two countries are so 
geographically and 
culturally diverse that 
visitors are often surprised and seduced – by the 
architecture in Catalonia … the sunburnt sands of the Silver 
Coast … the music of Andalusia … the medieval charm of 
Lisbon … the art in Madrid … and the food -&-wine pretty-
much everywhere. 

  Spain and Portugal are oozing with opportunities to 
be inspired, to laugh, to fall in love. So come with us in May 
2019 on our Grand Flamenco Adventure, and experience 
first-hand this contagious zest for life. 

 UR MAD MIDLIFE ROMP through the Iberian  
 Peninsula kicks off in Barcelona, pulsing with 
passion, style, art and Antoni Gaudi’s stunning 

architecture. From there we’ll follow an enticing trail that 
leads to picture-postcard Cordoba with its Great Mosque  
Granada and the clifftop Alhambra Palace  Seville and its 
Barrio de Santa Cruz (Old Quarter)  Lisbon and the 500-
year-old Jeronimos Monastery  Portugal’s Silver Coast   
     with its heart-pumping surf  Coimbra, one-time  
      medieval capital of Portugal  and   
           Porto, buzzing food 

and port-wine centre since the 17th century.  

  Next, we’ll enjoy a full day cruise on the Douro River 
as it meanders through the beautiful Portuguese 
countryside  Salamanca and its 1000-year-old Iglesia de 
San Martín  Segovia, famous for its magnificent Roman 
aqueduct and unassailable Alcazar (palace)  ending up in 
Madrid, bursting with art from the Hapsburg and Bourbon 
eras, and echoing to the sound of Spanish guitars. 

  Along the way we’ll soak up the history of these one-
time rival empires … get lost in their labyrinthine streets … 
be treated to some fiery flamenco … be accommodated in a 
stunning selection of elegant hotels (with two-or-three-
night stays wherever possible) … tease our tastebuds with 
yummy tapas, scrumptious paella and soothing sangria … 
and have more fun than you can shake a stick at. 

 ASSLE-FREE TRAVEL – that’s our speciality! We’re 
old hands when it comes to group adventures. Plus 
we make a point of ‘adding value’ – with special 

Midlife Madness extras that make good tours GREAT!  

  So join us next year and share some Midlife Madness 
       in Spain & Portugal! 

OUR GRAND ADVENTURE IN SPAIN & PORTUGAL: 


